DCCCD - Starfish Rules for raising Flags

General Campus Rules

- **Attendance Concern**: Raise this flag when a student isn’t attending class regularly.
- **General Concern**: Use this flag to express any concerns you have about a student. Any comments will be visible to the student, instructor, and advisor.
- **In Danger of Failing**: Raise this flag when a student is in danger of failing a course.
- **Low Participation**: Raise this flag when a student isn’t participating in class.
- **Low Quiz/Test Scores**: Raise this flag when a student receives a poor grade on a quiz or test. Any comments will be visible to the student and advisor.

Kudos Rules

- **Keep Up the Good Work**: Raise this kudo for students who are performing well.
- **Outstanding Academic Performance**: Raise this kudo when a student has outstanding academic performance.
- **Showing Improvement**: Raise this kudo when a student is making improvements in work.